ACTS 4100 – 4199
John Crouse & Jim Leftwich

VUGG BOOKS

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED
spoilsport splashed freeloader: “random heft obedience”
perks laps peppy: “combusts curled tally”
taken hiss mooch: “gallops tripe juice”
bifurcate gall interlace: “supernal sidereal vessel”
strict passion sputter: “benefits speckled pickles”
ace compressible underwriter: “knapsack spool hopeful”
pickings kidnap defiance: “grace striped furrier”
sparkle drool cleft: “token pork spoilers”
benevolence dopey rancid: “clashed slaps kiss”
vassal gallant bullying: “gale mansion compact”
sidekick stripe uncurbed: “underwater splitter interned”
superlative sluice discombobulate: “moon happy boarder.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED ONE
immersed oddity control: “surge vowels tense”
unmatched involve preoccupy: “leeks pact foible”
ordinary admiral gaudy sundry: “formula swelling”
vacant freak populate: “alters such toadstool”
dwelling maverick prevalence: “vacate ordinal patches”
nonconformist engross torpedo: “minced additive invokes”
feeble lop gall: “spirals steak asterisk”
impact prize brooding: “sewn spheres wreckage”
seek lewd math: “pustule hungry occupier”
intentionally atmosphere pleasure: “grail torpid valence”

avowal trek broadside: “treasures moth breeding”
urge ultra touchstone: “engulfs lope eyes.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED TWO
essayist blameworthy capsize: “warehouse figures upstart”
yep oeuvre peccadillo: “goads taboo epistle”
antonym hull marbles: “petite measles shortcake”
stockings flocks lockup: “spending peas mailer”
unoriginal beasts triggers: “goat manhole thistle”
makeshift bloodline hardware: “pencil stock stylus”
shortcoming fruit dally: “stickshift inguinal socks”
measurer palpably appeasement: “autonomous soup delay”
appetite dire mending: “swarthy gravy lull”
apostle codicil pestle: “crocks yeast contusion”
boo mock foxhole: “suit haptic mire”
loaded lifestyle loaf: “garbled pecan ketchup.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED THREE
slouch oversight disdainful: “dreaming angular shotguns”
inactivity dodge lissome: “humble gradient tinder”
slapdash bright slip: “slipshod chowder default”
elapse elude offshoot: “apart lingers ligament”
amateur divulge languid: “read fuzzy saddles”
faint freeze scheming: “ecstatic bowling celery”

negligent peel slenderize: “feint matador eclipse”
sling disinclined gradual: “clampdown proactive crouch”
apathy error tumble: “insight codger brigands”
idle ectoplasm catapult: “extrude divergent frieze”
buzzword howler powder: “pool inclement terror”
dead accelerates slaphappy: “clips loathsome discord.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED FOUR
keystone soothe engine: “brisk slips hedge”
kicked description illness: “crag fluent caps”
chuck loose basis: “layered thyme snows”
memento hammer stow: “bookstores parody plasm”
civilian launch stymie: “buffering veins pliers”
hoodwink tingle slayer: “scant fickle quadrangle”
sap kibosh spasm: “ornament civil meme”
influence seasoning parade: “clucks slick keychain”
wag marrow copybook: “soon encrypted moose”
pledged scan pliant: “humming lunch wiggles”
trip freckle contravene: “kiosk treasons harrow”
whisk squadron buttering: “oasis willful ingénue.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED FIVE
fitting roar safely: “chimp pious fountains”
riposte roar alliance: “gong mote fairy”
guffaw roar larceny: “waterfowl district coddles”

mountains roar coterie: “fangs promontory fairly”
auspicious roar drench: “south sphincter cradles”
championship roar fracas: “skulls surf pigs”
hairy roar juicy: “pylon suspicious monsoon”
promoted roar integument: “griffon impostor fritters”
gang roar ritualistic: “boar or snore”
candle roar sulks: “wafers allowance scenery”
succinct roar suffrage: “moxie wrench fragrance”
mouthwatering roar pigmentation: “jewels glue tidal.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED SIX
babyish shrewd disgruntled: “adjunct erosion poached”
arrogance demean stigma: “tongue grave winters”
stomach informal racism: “carafe abide cites”
cloud unclasp reproach: “spores relay erotic”
mince warrior erudition: “junkets stance swirl”
smokescreen tape conjunction: “cooked sprigs sneeze”
whirlpool grizzled fritter: “mocha quince shroud”
reisitance reckless grieve: “tomato rogue fish”
junior agitated unsung: “hewn meat formality”
erratic crooked tacit: “cluster wars cape”
delay springtime chide: “drizzle wrecked guitars”
spur freezing carefree: “schism enigma grunts.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED SEVEN

simplicity censor kinship: “revenant cute imprecation”
beckon affinity stupeified: “nostril scrum lambaste”
hash hush satiny: “stalk printers wail”
sophistication inaudable implication: “shack vanish mergers”
paraphrase taciturn clue: “fennel cayenne totter”
infuriated puerile relevant: “potable cellophane delicious”
emerge painless lamebrained: “furze phrasal sophomore”
unvarnished herald scramble: “harsh reckoning citations”
whack picket rostrum: “censure affluent push”
stonewall durable teeter: “illegible tacit domicile”
imprint velodrome picayune: “boneless hero thicket”
balk decorous funnel: “scanty liquid spendthrift.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED EIGHT
relative obtain loosen: “tracks delimit timbre”
rampant slacken reinforcement: “repose casein farce”
reiterate prepare passably: “moat plotters enjambment”
corresponding prevalent downtime: “aristocratic televised vomit”
romance discounts limitation: “pieces appeasement verdure”
break troops backs: “trumps sadden boasts”
enjoyment twist vermin: “tweak roman pondering”
jottings puzzled telecast: “interstate ramparts ablative”
moot glum bureaucrat: “detain slicker peppers”
face dumps endure: “valiant countenance tropes”
suitcase suddenly appetizing: “twice muzzles lumps”

unresponsive boots peace: “passive enforced lessons.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED NINE
inheritor harangue regression: “spectrum calyx slowly”
impersonation lantern inertia: “motorized below assize”
stoical spoof thighs: “woven beech shards”
monument inveigh slowpoke: “hornbook ember ensign”
gargantuan cooked calculate: “fury cheated village”
madman foodstuffs momentum: “reek hoodlum trappers”
pillage abyss emphasizes: “modem tarantula moments”
chafed elective blow: “typical personified inquisitor”
fiery puke motormouthed: “hangman latrine spool”
ensnare freak innards: “revoke rooks stuffing”
embed ballyhoo beseech: “absinthe collective fluke”
greenhorn claptrap bereavement: “sighs inert transgression.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED TEN
amalgam obstructs alleges: “bone tribune turnip”
accidental henchman piss: “soluble homeland drool”
boost unanticipated eulogize: “rogation raven germinal”
pileup rejects adornment: “south maybe cobbled”
contributes spur laud: “moody tracks wicker”
bane flout execrate: “hangar diurnal flummox”
aboriginal flames shanghai: “ledges hissing logic”

craven digs duodenal: “statement bawdy ingrate”
abrogation subordinate buxom: “roost occidental strata”
wobbled voluble woody: “structural wrench antipasto”
baby come back: “ejects purring clout”
mouth wool wicked: “tame figs coordinate.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED ELEVEN
tasteless conditioned attenuate: “defiled tools wombat”
beans dust lure: “axis oars chimera”
chide knock decant: “plots passions miniature”
vehicle buds chitchat: “swat fend freight”
candlesticks countervail spool: “snoop claimants stealing”
torment wiretap refinement: “overt amenities mendacity”
megacity droop camera: “chocolate meddle fish”
lamentable remnants soar: “dormant candelabra icicle”
overhang dealings praxis: “shades lean turnstiles”
swish swathe minaret: “rendition dusk flocks”
peddle trend trespass: “birds counterpoint taproot”
percolate sleight pilot: “dulcet lunar attenae.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRD TWELVE
pillory dull skipper: “wool stumps lube”
marauding squeeze cadre: “dilates vocable sphinx”
nervous heels thaw: “leap phases suspects”
chagrin endorsement probe: “toward camper locusts”

hypothesis hub plump: “productivity empty sheen”
concentrated heist woozy: “hidden clash loops”
chorus chicken tincture: “centrality prosthetic charming”
vamp oscillate vacancy: “versus parades willows”
cowardly wallet dilute: “skull quietus peals”
unsuspecting heinous keen: “horses club feisty”
emphasis slash emphatic: “children vacillate bullets”
peep coop proclivity: “raw cadaver slippery.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED THIRTEEN
cheery sane scathing: “strafe flecks treasured”
snippet superior sanctuary: “lessons changeling auspices”
experiment equivalent smug: “abyss quilted sneers”
realistic shlter specimen: “phantom coastal domino”
scornful moralizing identical: “realty compliant diction”
appraise sacred pride: “bugs tributary scats”
bullish blessedness accreditation: “snide identity specious”
wholesome interchangeable complacent: “shifting oral scars”
disease assuaging penalty: “membrane soup equity”
measure asylum wisdom: “perilous scissors cheesy”
uninfected guilt raincoats: “prairie cornfield autistic”
illustrative veering triumphant: “easy somatic bluefish.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED FOURTEEN

flippant please portray: “brocade sundial porch”
tableland occupy slick: “crumbs wheat college”
enjoyable aims oblige: “voices syrup mentations”
spotlight ladykiller pitch: “rummage cola dressed”
capitalize conform cordial: “chives plump raffish”
waggish glint bromide: “cudgel hunting vows”
challenge closet stress: “wiggles talons sporting”
sweet pretend accolades: “entwined tablets flop”
plumb oath thrum: “plows occiput maims”
mention dodge relish: “ladybug formula squint”
surplus cunning pump: “loosely tendons moat”
choice plowed connive: “bilge slack portal.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED FIFTEEN
unfaltering repast addict: “enforced supple senses”
indubitable undergird boss: “poached butter flaked”
snack deduce dominant: “sunrise rollicking anemone”
ratify confer censor: “arts gloves engines”
favorable springy supplemental: “creatures lattice topical”
sponsor mainstay inference: “pastry fanged wonders”
alimony cache enjoin: “transponder flavors certified”
bankroll mercy gloss: “brackish indelible halters”
surmise pending antsy: “reaper grids obtuse”
naked patently stoical: “conifer sponge mainstream”
mutter gangsters unlace: “aches thirst bending”
approachable hinder featureless: “cormorant embossed adage.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED SIXTEEN
entertainment prison drifting: “peel vacuum portion”
productive confront entertainment: “huddles syllabic garment”
existing entertainment cathedral: “turtle flowing traps”
sterile shurgged entertainment: “cloves eagle flush”
recapture planet entertainment: “insulin parachute juice”
enemey entertainment pseudonym: “bouquet mirage weapons”
forbid questioning entertainment: “traces illumined upstream”
utopia garbage entertainment: “final fathom fingers”
entertainment swept spirit: “edible signatures larvae”
meant entertainment remembered: “hoist choreograph pelvis”
provisional overshot entertainment: “scalding cellar skeleton”
entertainment instances writing: “milk puff liturgy.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED SEVENTEEN
arrogant addressing crash: “surrealist hat expelled”
trucked arrogant exponent: “summer newspaper minutes”
striped zero arrogant: “experiment emerging method”
poetry arrogant science: “street factors accidents”
arrogant reciting avoidance: “explicit point spontaneity”
calculus maim arrogant: “page sections sections”
overwhelms arrogant reenactment: “poet read years”
alchemy worth arrogant: “selected wrecked couch”

famous blown arrogant: “spot initial contains”
footage arrogant prop: “cameras same scissors”
torque arrogant astronauts: “middle definite meanings”
strawberry arrogant identifications: “visit suburban penance.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED EIGHTEEN
negation innocence soundtrack: “memories memories skies”
summed conceptually innocence: “promenade promenade mist”
quote innocence groping: “perfume perfume open”
decomposition jumped innocence: “wine wine burning”
tourists innocence tributes: “bugle bugle stalk”
overblown shifts innocence: “flesh flesh twice”
creation criminals innocence: “table table words”
sleep innocence revolution: “voices voices spiral”
tidbit lyricism innocence: “subject subject composed”
guillotine innocence aphorism: “variation variation shift”
incomphrehensible innocence scenario: “sounds sounds senses”
innocence reached audience: “gambling gambling data.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED NINETEEN
speech dominates disguises: “nowhere riot riot”
statements civilization painters: “collage movie movie”
measured alienation contradiction: “same fact fact”
invoke conquered upheaval: “knot pair pair”
explosive leisure stadium: “speeches page page”

elegantly hegemony church: “poems lost lost”
punk boredom pamphlet: “dance air air”
fabulous poem dressed: “pine house house”
surveys burrows pistols: “strife vapor vapor”
attempts crudity antithesis: “read process rocess”
visible romantic resentment: “collage scissors scissors”
tension dreads heroism: “smelling vowels vowels.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED TWENTY
adjusting fixed knowing: “fixed shoes become”
moments central myths: “central compliance teeth”
murderers crusade language: “crusade lion persona”
teachers erases chickens: “erases global echoes”
goal pants illusions: “pants throe witness”
asylums streets sacking: “streets grieve initials”
fields films wishes: “films lichen blister”
presidential force departure: “force aircraft wages”
found blackmailer combat: “blackmailer secret blend”
emotional milest crowned: “milest snake ignites”
share inertia proof: “inertia trumpet yellow”
obscurity clam tavern: “clam belt hazard.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED TWENTY ONE
hayseed library choreograph: “socks dreamt week”

complicated fry nominate: “next sea light”
moxie contemplates allegorical: “fish keys grey”
provide replace hoard: “hat crisis bounds”
picayune homunculus chalk: “sidewalk human teeshirt”
stage snuff abtruse: “anecdote glint original”
torch reflection amends: “copies simply apoligies”
rank cashing ruined: “ladder blurt night”
wayward cultivation ballistic: “blaze road dreamed”
cutbacks bananas truant: “red lawn smell”
cushion laconic sprig: “car smear teeth”
blow vice precis: “bird machine fire.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED TWENTY TWO
narrow wand district: “climb canyon eggs”
power street subject: “frame caves poet”
potential group emperor: “feathers prison bamboo”
family troops length: “decipher rose comic”
various mouth works: “feet author chart”
privation appear languages: “disobey dreams grail”
routed belief slopes: “habits arch upper”
isolated releases exchange: “replace worth oval”
outlet gothic junction: “crux woven sentence”
reported depicting behave: “dripping exact mode”
combs offerings electrons: “flower crimson ooze”
puppetry gravity darkening: “cloth blossoms floor.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED TWENTY THREE
farming will times: “hunger barbarous emblem”
professional stags prints: “leaking nimble clay”
opened heirs causes: “hither booms zinc”
diverse glazes smiling: “winter jinx cucumber”
adopted distinctly branch: “paws English twitch”
younger utilitarian conflict: “tiger hut atom”
religion terrorism windmills: “stencil bones peso”
conferences invasion style: “pinch pipe myrrh”
century worms exception: “spoils skirmish gamut”
system resistence seasonal: “ping pong séance”
palace livestock island: “sextant axis patch”
slogan faculty heresy: “fruits putrid fumes.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED TWENTY FOUR
song and dance: “ample fierce tree”
war and peace: “swirls ghost costume”
ketchup and mustard: “frequency revealed fog”
bitch and moan: “plow snare brackets”
reading and writing: “snail twigs leaf”
tarred and feathered: “stems ocean gutter”
warm and fuzzy: “porch merges lawn”
sick and tired: “green light sinks”
hot and bothered: “corner sleeps rain”

cold and lonely: “mouth gulls gradual”
good and ready: “shut beach passing”
fat and ugly: “shoes recently once.”

ACT FOUR THOSUAND ONE HUNDRED TWENTY FIVE
pop agricultural locomotive: “today mood greenhouse”
weights monster declared: “clock lettuce deposit”
implemented police crayfish: “puddles school dictator”
atomic consisting drainage: “maple heartbeat opened”
shale spike collection: “library eggs between”
zenith awaken hostile: “fancy wheels mad”
commercial assassination circulated: “nibbling wrong dogs”
sects flattened consorship: “toes cream sinus”
essence assembled charity: “prunes jelly stairs”
exploitation convenes triumphal: “pipe alarm flecks”
legally shocks yoga: “pool swerves tomato”
republics statements diodes: “books biscuit kitten.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED TWENTY SIX
neutrino geese wrecks: “rosin shore stage”
american result opera: “rage belly ripples”
wreath explorer function: “fish sector circulates”
audience evacuated drain: “ballast roasts point”
century huffs project: “exits ploy commands”
easel oppressed banquet: “terrier feral mail”

female mural warrior: “bouquet prescient eagles”
commander employed exile: “protects gruff sentry”
joint coasts ballet: “rains vacuous audio”
circular vector fish: “suction explosive wealth”
nipples jelly wage: “perils desert miracle”
stage offshore rosary: “wrench fleece neural.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED TWENTY SEVEN
gyrations daytime town: “lesser perfume tones”
polarization concessions graduate: “threats lyric iteration”
twilight machinery uterine: “lounge tears skeletal”
iron galaxy turkey: “polite buoys talent”
shimmy numbered chairman: “yellow forks botanical”
ranking frontier conches: “algae smitten brainpan”
algebraic written rainfall: “bankers frontal couches”
fellow pork biblical: “skinny crumbles hairdo”
politics buoyancy tablet: “irenic taxes murky”
lungs weary skeleton: “twilit chicory utile”
threatening lymph penetration: “polar consciousness gradual”
lesion perfume zone: “gyre daylight frown.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED TWENTY EIGHT
soft trench researches: “lizard spin veracious”
panty graft dashing: “populous lute neuter”

gland bishop bellhop: “vested pronouns epic”
epidemic rapids unity: “bland scant loft”
proponent nailed colonial: “torch grifter shopping”
chest tracker pastoral: “vapid flailed trickster”
pewter stomping census: “pomp chameleon fallow”
chute correlation transcendental: “excess toner candid”
underpopulated allows mysticism: “theramin dynamic portions”
vacations successfully apportioned: “cysts incense postal”
thin tuna dynastic: “palatial units telephone”
lizard volcano therapeutic: “clashes recent perch.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED TWENTY NINE
potty pope godzilla: “dial tone vinyl”
godzilla mathematics motorists: “diva shreds waitress”
godzilla acts canonized: “justice tending diction”
national cargoes godzilla: “preen mint tumult”
uterine godzilla headquarters: “niche wrecks utile”
technical godzilla confluence: “notions mod zero”
momentum tending godzilla: “sod village lottery”
pretending recalcitrant godzilla: “dope thematic moth”
jurisdictions godzilla innocence: “facts carrot ghosts”
watersheds godzilla trousers: “bread fluid quarterly”
divination godzilla gas: “blends calcium retreat”
diatonic footwear godzilla: “nuance cloudy root.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED THIRTY
laureate rhino chemical: “variant houseboat garage”
freezing theory effigy: “coconut above chalk”
cattle extricate cabinet: “supersede blues eroticism”
years hindquarters archipelago: “antics offal repeal”
alterations dominion arson: “hoodlum bronco candle”
escarpment winners vintage: “snakes futile quill”
thrills fertile shake: “escapes spinners vantage”
brotherhood bronze handle: “treason domino altercation”
ideal offerings attics: “antipasto quartermaster jeers”
superstructure hues eclecticism: “rattler extirpate clavinet”
talk love chariot: “energized theorized sneezes”
chivalric hothouse barrage: ‘aureole albino mica.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED THIRTY ONE
ceramics record script: “clarity phlegm alluvium”
hide sunset scale: “hijinks referent stickman”
fought social aphorism: “coruscate cumulus words”
ropes declares devotee: “mattock gelatin chants”
sensual university circumambulate: “rheostat leech transubstantiation”
driest apes annexation: “grovel hoary infinity”
trinity whore shovel: “unrest traipse vexation”
rhetoric fleet transmission: “circumspect inverse consensual”
chain angels buttocks: “heliotrope declivity dovecote”
corruptions curious swords: “horizontal sial wrought”

matchstick reference hygiene: “glider sunspots caliber”
sclerosis hymns oblivion: “encrypt discord cerebellum.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED THIRTY TWO
specializes dictionary companionship: “despoil hewn agility”
glimpse emulation slavery: “carnivorous formulaic minaret”
resolute wounded textbooks: “catarrh chronic domesticity”
tribute depression worshipper: “limbic precocious seiche”
mind over palette: “vocable yclept bellicose”
quickest daffodils authorship: “camouflage periscope aphid”
rapids experimental cunnilingus: “quacks afferent auteur”
evocative crystal libel: “umlaut verbiage bind”
suicide precipitous climbs: “repute impressionistic shipshape”
catacombs electronic hairdo: “intertextual unwound solvent”
miniature reform incarnation: “glimmer mutagenic lava”
disputation chewing fragility: “compendium stationary speculum.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED THIRTY THREE
temporal gaining guitar: “littoral cockroach petroglyph”
orderliness pacts duodenum: “turnstile cognoscenti pinstripes”
illusion outspoken purge: “bioluminescent idiolect barroom”
retrospect moistens contemporaneous: “sacerdotal monopoly headsets”
hippy fabricates bomb: “raconteur glacial propriety”
stagnating containing sexuality: “catheter pigmalion collagen”
collaborators pigment cathedral: “stagecoach contaminated texts”

rocky racial deity: “entomb faberge happily”
outsets monochrome sacrificial: “introspective hoists cantankerous”
autobiography dialects barters: “expunge spokesmodel illuminates”
bagpipe intelligensia turnip: “borderline compact downtown”
glottalized encroachment hieroglyphic: “gullible entrained tempest.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED THIRTY FOUR
captain letters consolidate: “silk human history”
danger renewed doctrine: “oblong goose applied”
illegitimate outstanding contrary: “splinters censors leaf”
question regent permission: “muses crew budge”
republic eternity stretcher: “hovers corporate search”
cleared stellar tongue: “slides hallowed dirt”
undersides hollow outskirts: “lung cellar ears”
perching unincorporated gloves: “reap terminal treachery”
museum screw judge: “missives agent equestrian”
deaf census winters: “legible standards convex”
obligations noose supply: “latrine renewal daggers”
prehistoric humanity milk: “captions little console.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRD THIRTY SIX
marvelous ambitions buffalo: “funeral tones bending”
association fermented sacrifices: “classic exile dynamic”
arrogant godzilla innocence: “aroma courses split”

spirits nationalistic invention: “arrant social veils”
horses ovary lock: “ambit ferrous gods”
aromatic supreme doctorate: “rational variant soup”
dynasty cotton normative: “kittens near grammar”
exhume ear chancery: “ought yolk tuna”
classics mammalian artillery: “rambler gloomy fox”
blending daughters sandbox: “artful chance performative”
bone folk broom: “decorous socks inventive”
funerary tundra scramble: “nonsense sacred waffles.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED THIRTY SEVEN
biblical internet detachment: “seals membrane quickly”
perceptual sluices landmarks: “sounded purse surgical”
flowers psychiatry declination: “dollop poetics prescient”
expressing gained abbey: “flows conceptual babble”
poems esteemed peaches: “terminus juicy psyche”
dollars identity borders: “brains dreaming infinity”
liturgical godzilla ego: “godless notation raptures”
dispersed annotated repudiation: “clubs concise worrying”
wounded natures tribes: “causation woody transition”
antiquity dubbed translation: “ribs repudiation oge”
insane consists knighthood: “borders speechless habits”
conceals quarrying accusative: “clings markers teach.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED THIRTY EIGHT

sultan suburb organist: “boat tomato room”
vomiting during painting: “the hot teeth”
panting usher jurisdiction: “as and at”
established edges disarmament: “comb less mules”
murdered researches idyllic: “desk sign ate”
peddler police pancake: “march sips patent”
emancipation visions carpets: “pod deal leer”
designate smirk voluminous: “mar under read”
cumulus clitoris corregidor: “west stab lisp”
a modern city: “paint rant sing”
the last outpost: “measure it once”
bottom to top: “cut it twice.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED THIRTY NINE
dough courtesy fiddle: “warthog urgent mittens”
bubble animate advice: “suitcase spigot croons”
sandbox redact graven: “lounge vessel subtle”
snow supple transmit: “alley fingers penal”
catwalk decrement splurge: “cactus spoon fraught”
conjugal gentlefolk warhead: “poppy looming hawks”
fraud catharsis bloom: “consensual catkin stows”
boon catgut bigot: “sandy rubble slough”
caucus broom spacesuit: “easy material redoubt”
venal pappy saddle: “duple detriment genteel”

mingle bloomers vassal: “cataract gutters bream”
allay mawkish lozenge: “gravel viceroy paddle.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED FORTY
stinger tuft ravine: “necktie viscous arts”
trump sterling tantalize: “limerick dozen torts”
prose seesaw inrush: “quiescent lonely fires”
cipher immovable admires: “geriatric entails palaces”
birth canto colony: “astral cartons litmus”
nibbling honoring liquefying: “enough rutabaga pouch”
distort arrows marketplaces: “quibble breath zephyr”
frozen babbles details: “rosy turnips stingy”
lyric lockup geocentric: “daft steering sawyer”
parse scruff skylight: “motile cantaloupe honed”
vicissitude taproot altercation: “narrow baubles ketchup”
necrosis crouch plaster: “inroads analytic ravage.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED FORTY ONE
extinct motile describes: “pending foliage scorch”
attempt cosmos describes: “puppets winter crawl”
lathe ravenous describes: “very boxers ear”
spearhead thingamajig describes: “lithe tempting tincture”
strongbox tedium describes: “mole moss raves”
verity deign describes: “things medium design”
trawl warpath describes: “patch bats rotate”

witticism baptism describes: “surely thumbnail spelling”
pipette tommyrot describes: “steep ghost olio”
blowtorch caesure describes: “lobe peep schism”
portfolio meatball describes: “raw pith verily”
stipend gospel describes: “wrong podium pears.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED FORTY TWO
whim bald unsorted: “flickers spun skink”
ropes fenders smokes: “bare cords cyst”
cops cramped sauce: “rumors tent wager”
occult memory lime: “caliber snit polo”
trammel deeper seen: “nose press flounder”
bat jazz holes: “wedge proper breath”
crystalline lodged staggers: “boss jokes snorted”
chord paper teeth: “sole spleen grime”
briar death rummage: “meme bleep jazz”
skunk froze solo: “scald tinder amps”
sun compression kits: “crops hope phlegm”
licks foundered calibrate: “at tunnels cult.”

ACT FOUR THOSUAND ONE HUNDRED FORTY THREE
catsup banknote bestial: “red knee fuzz”
stewing course souse: “percentile homogeneity solo”

tender bubo christen: “terrain humble tyrannosaurus”
legal pus muzzleloader: “supernumerary hollandaise ventriloquist”
palooka bazooka mnemonic: “drainpipe rhinoceros chromatic”
mocha mockingbird rudder: “ham cone rife”
solvent somnambulism soliloquy: “mooch palouse igloo”
dollars solidstate homogeneous: “endocrine stewardship caterwaul”
superhighway thanksgiving percent: “not sour bulbs”
uterus hamburger chormosome: “piss zoo king”
thumbscrew condiment rice: “bull lid handkerchief”
sterile rifleman raincoat: “teenaged sousaphone boatswain.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED FORTY FOUR
fractures lecture comfort: “gentian codicil outcropping”
sequence injections attention: “fascicle strontium semiosis”
focuses receptivity aliment: “taxation retentive speedometer”
optimize wounds practice: “infantile deliquescent amnesia”
reactive hypnotic sibling: “borderline brinkmanship untoward”
error overview conjunction: “disjunctive syllabic parataxis”
insomnia brochures outcomes: “arrows deactivate weaponized”
delivery acute code: “crocus sequoia hachure”
infant offering agency: “rector dejected recidivist”
awarded taxes sepsis: “unsound hippopotamus outlaw”
leadership retention stroke: “broccoli accouterments offsides”
shoreline speed faces: “alimentary attendance confabulates.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED FORTY FIVE
graduated disarming conform: “circles authors snare”
devil expedient animals: “host mindful since”
limited gold chest: “fortuitous nook migration”
makeshift artistic fairness: “clench oval verse”
unfaltering biofeedback autarchy: “ax subprime oodles”
norm passion cycle: “hallowed utter cornflakes”
transverse medicine silence: “corm halters shifter”
navel trot upwind: “limitless level gradual”
wench outer toast: “swarming expository gods”
ogle callousness mitigate: “arts biome chassis”
subpoena udder hook: “medieval trout doubts”
accidental erstwhile fornicate: “invests animus concave.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED FORTY SIX
sewer liquor pride: “snout constructed houseboat”
visual burden abuse: “depends partly torrid”
antecedent hairs kingdom: “clunks oral sideline”
combustion topiary housemother: “wish assonant foods”
protractor grackle consanguineous: “notebook utopian bash”
sate tackle taut: “surely pontoon hailstone”
flashflood soundbox editorialize: “salts tractor compost”
assinine whip repartee: “centipede viral spews”
whoosh rickets portend: “lacquer boredom flairs”

countryside sutures calabash: “topaz gristle buckles”
aural cartoon myopia: “soundscape hipster thickets”
spelunk tailpipe footnote: “swingset abstruse snide.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED FORTY SEVEN
behoove doubtless ironclad: “aphid shinbone healers”
motif breastfeeding signature: “nameless goblin troops”
spandex ceramic bridgework: “parapet hands flux”
bruise falter feeler: “crass bidden linear”
compote lapidary shenanigans: “tarantula trombone nexus”
circa eyelids apartheid: “urges classless safe”
beltline errands stoops: “cocoa potential ruse”
carbide bloomers hemoglobin: “index mobile stove”
lassitude knight namesake: “snout breeding endemic”
nexus mertics messkit: “faults diary squid”
sans sassy thrombosis: “errors looming blight”
puppet strafe tarantella: “wedges signified clod.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED FORTY EIGHT
hangnail espionage revisionism: “shops public clowns”
eternity advocate hydrocarbon: “wrong reveals vale”
indispensable meets superlative: “hovel alive scruff”
downtown lowdown downfall: “quiet anole complicit”
odorless existence publicity: “slough values waft”
courthouse aneurysm muttonchops: “forked sabbath maniacs”

cleft agriculture adjecticval: “mousetrap colorful townhouse”
bivalve asteroid reveille: “disposal internal mailbox”
doughboy spondee thong: “espouse vocational meat”
explicit working dandruff: “downy existential voyeur”
anagram sabotage saliva: “cultural asterisk spoonfed”
sobriquet nymphomania snorkel: “pearls bonnet revised.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED FORTY NINE
recalled artistocratic greenland: “individual returns municipalities”
nobles spectacle channel: “transactions wider equity”
constitutional basketball confounds: “companies access advisory”
teams segment chemicals: “venture demonstrated finance”
remnants surfing patience: “fireplace pension communities”
sociable thesis railway: “beneficiaries manufacturing retirement”
spontaneous protectorate disregarded: “response fund given”
commerce hopes cultivations: “subsidiary strategy impact”
apprenticeship organs disintegrate: “portfolio identify included”
lungs outlast money: “farming subsidized power”
epistemology summarizes grandeur: “democratic chair extraordinary”
concatenated statements claims: “healthier capable waste.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED FIFTY
mohogany skyscraper postualte: “federal however capital”

relations logical pubic: “generate increase performed”
empiricism molecular century: “data shifting referred”
haircut epitaph denunciation: “fiscal senate vacation”
surface verisimilitude nourishment: “emerge trillion accounts”
verse toxin monument: “urgent institutional appropriation”
occupation televison bladder: “naïve summer snake”
seducer vehicle ballplayer: “pig october agency”
mercantile genetic easement: “disclose subsequent persecuting”
weasel renamed topography: “software partner leveraged”
breeding missouri gravitational: “capricorn bankrupt pillage”
disorders skull palisades: “criminal during securities.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED FIFTY ONE
halting ancient climax: “affiliated waiver approximately”
displays neurological money: “payroll enforcement brands”
extremely dimension sugar: “personal commissioner division”
marginal catching inscriptions: “fraud treasury forms”
cupboard objective recrystallized: “pump flow dump”
dog republic utility: “fight the tape”
depression gerund mollusk: “investor correction percentage”
schooner ultimate clutch: “critical contractor endowment”
intestine ribbon blindness: “documents source throughout”
chromaticity lubricates neocolonialism: “committee street prominent”
rugged pulmonary dialectolgy: “performance engineered squeeze”
recital fungi accompaniment: “leveraged transactions target.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED FIFTY TWO
pitapat critically pregnant: “traffic attracting system”
pitchfork tenacious endocrine: “district awarded eligible”
flutteringly brain pivot: “contiguous volume narcotics”
mentally commodity residue: “complicit compatible laundry”
gland pittance successive: “secretary database alliance”
flower competition implacable: “mortgage risk dots”
butt placcard precedence: “media computer omission”
connected supposes pittsburgh: “insurance withdrew uncle”
nugget nude nuance: “pretext persuade records”
stunted cherish involution: “electric outhouse investigators”
insert introvert spirally: “seized copies homes”
inherent radical eucharist: “certify exception valuable.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED FIFTY THREE
executive paradise edge: “excess control discover”
armadillos drills eddy: “panoramic government proprietary”
speeches lamprey efficacious: “policing community possession”
schooling department dirge: “photo letter intentional”
exact dirk disburse: “allege touched presumably”
regulate harmony unsuited: “disappeared litigation services”
thwart conduct dispute: “digital mapping wonder”
trump chock discard: “infrastructure empty found”

wheel chuckle allied: “shredding counsel witnessed”
space banana firearm: “disgusting charade clean”
stripe illegal healing: “corporate trashing lawless”
troop dissenting shoulders: “paper cocaine memorandum.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED FIFTY FOUR
bedeck bloodsucking takers: “glitch stunned auditor”
indecent advance beef: “knowledge missing audits”
treatment confusion defile: “struggling smear information”
soil describes bearing: “magazine dealing reading”
jurisdiction alms fog: “securities colleagues theme”
children embedded emphasizes: “disclosed wizard evening”
sooner or wearer: “office rational inquiries”
plead bedbug style: “prison egregious private”
horny accorded barricade: “gentrification enforcement september”
aztec loaf bath: “focus technology eager”
infuse waking monkeys: “violent labor fire”
awl declare awry: “impeachment employee translates.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED FIFTY FIVE
mudslide lockstep bear: “caravan ripping scampering”
dentition permission profession: “dust another reeling”
forest denounces resolution: “mood cringing procession”
disorders inclines incidentals: “downtown pavement maestro”

includes masterpieces incising: “curbside business universe”
unexpectedly horizontal inception: “disaster bluntly hedge”
incognito sunset surface: “deposit sugar residential”
sprinkles penetrating expenses: “sublime mudslide credit”
incommensurate furnace incisor: “frozen corporate ether”
burning clouds smell: “consumer sideline shoe”
incoherent frequency identity: “surface reckoning bubbles”
incinerator demands incest: “sinister decades threatening.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED FIFTY SIX
saute warriors gratification: “honest woes protection”
savory statues sunservient: “event stream assets”
shortcut satirical gooseneck: “choose shots knees”
wickedness goody environs: “lawn wall chill”
epicure decisions vertebrates: “glimpse looming crunch”
diplomatic epoxy tongue: “global zero persist”
airship tombstone windpipe: “halt compass liquidity”
copout coolheaded copperhead: “correction scissors flat”
coordinator coonskin convolution: “smoke farms emergency”
sawhorse tangelo floss: “negative overview scarce”
twilled demural populations: “autumn appetite grim”
demote pigs tormenting: “minute finagle ravages.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED FIFTY SEVEN
intention policy box: “imagine uneaten weeping”

located married insulation: “racked brutal tidbits”
disputes amount hospital: “crab bundle synopsis”
vixen odds interceded: “infection crawls nothing”
adverb rebellion agency: “velocity feeds enabling”
payments sound interbreeding: “freefall short afraid”
intercom esteem laceration: “reluctant source avoided”
kudzu coerce cogent: “swoon cycle legend”
simple drops coincidental: “unprecedented fatal nadir”
backpedaled decays bagpipe: “impending brackets locked”
spitball baffle spike: “overnight loopholes rebuild”
cocoon includes watercraft: “restore degradation tariffs.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED FIFTY EIGHT
militia machine millstone: “claws injected plummet”
venom diameter address: “continues pundits intervention”
spelled money pantomime: “afloat invisible dilapidated”
earth gallon icon: “dupe plunk rigged”
geronimo adored gestation: “haywire secondary currently”
gerund statement gerrymander: “unabated value alchemy”
gesticulated dwells gibbering: “wheels glowing fear”
falcon pressure guaranteed: “unwind vanish series”
conforming failsafe endurance: “herring normal closures”
fairyland poverty fajita: “plunge derivative solace”
potentate icing ideally: “nimble breakdown explodes”
emulaton embroidering demarcation: “havoc architecture default.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED FIFTY NINE
reversible process concentration: “liminal disrupts forewarned”
chronological sunshaft retouch: “collegial buckles tastebuds”
fruitless retrieve reversion: “camera lackluster ice”
marionette familial fanaticism: “beetroot frappe narrative”
dizzy christ farrago: “slurs were falsetto”
fastball keyhole orgy: “suitcase chronological reverb”
splice fastener fastforward: “ballroom fuzzy marionette”
blacksmith electrocutes disrupts: “process sunshine retriever”
camera never eliminates: “famous christmas keyhole”
narratives purr tastebuds: “faster electrodes never”
frames per suckle: “versions retouch concentric”
bedspread falsetto collage: “or fahrenheit fanaticism.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED SIXTY
sworn actor blaspheme: “heals vehement passage”
exchange drapery stadium: “grown crude twill”
death esophagus boastful: “sandstorm acetate scission”
chimney oath surpass: “thumbs theoretical schizoid”
estates skull vehicle: “scowl hailstorm beryl”
privilege enclose wheeled: “wrecks kinetic smooth”
skill scooter scherzo: “ledger escalates chicory”

prude locate theory: “breath changeable thorn”
groin lollipop lumber: “factors grapes estuary”
session neck blackberry: “loathing lull envelopes”
lactate kimono hobnail: “boots local hilltop”
sandwich groove growl: “roasted tedium phoneme.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED SIXTY ONE
decontaminate pointblank displacement: “deep devil awe”
dangle pause database: “derringer switch civility”
darling palette digestion: “liana tincture verbiage”
dilute polysyllable dimple: “denim parlous clarity”
dignitary phooey dappled: “coy beaten pendant”
dimmer propaganda digerati: “doctors soda sonic”
dependence proctor dawdle: “guesses baseball pointers”
deadbeat prosody daredevil: “erratic apples simple”
decoy personification decrepitude: “polymer phonics panda”
declarative pliant decivility: “blankets clause polished”
disparity puncture ditch: “harbinger fanged containers”
dermis proverb derringdo: “simmers dignity flute.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED SIXTY TWO
inoculation tone inroganic: “coastal pulsing pretzels”
input animal flywheel: “creature broken leaps”
birth fodder platonic: “cadence blotch allies”

pennants parabola compressible: “pages elegant slugs”
dishonor represents compulsory: “hiding waddles bronze”
mayhem furnishes coauthoring: “herbal atomic burrows”
alliance goose cochlea: “hemlock honorable penance”
notched cobra brokerage: “worth sputters collate”
brocade proof crater: “bones malice plodding”
sluggish verbal bronco: “parrots reaper furniture”
belladonna atomophere tightwad: “moose coat spoof”
stoppage harrowing tidings: “laconic flyers inroads.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED SIXTY THREE
pang handle horns: “realty under bylines”
roof paling beef: “folding harem stammers”
cold fogery pain: “organic olio accountants”
resentment tending bystanders: “kiosk slanted stance”
formative shake surrender: “militant avarice wept”
adding admirable penalty: “hidden while guesses”
debt stain hammer: “padding motives sentimental”
advance thoughtless alarm: “folded roots hang”
military equinox feelings: “candles whale foggy”
distant rides amounting: “bent snakes mirrors”
islands erstwhile ohio: “drains unless equity”
king disguises orgasms: “rains teeth thorns.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED SIXTY FOUR
discontented savings unsoiled: “carrots fishy flames”
contents tiles cleave: “capsize prudent conch”
cleft feathers entrails: “sandy tailspin peaks”
chink slopes inflammation: “sure masculine hissing”
checkers people dishes: “gravy funk honey”
fugurines anesthetic recurrent: “grapes poker suite”
speaking resembling pissing: “figurative wreckage blinks”
railroad milkweed machine: “left condiments content”
thousandth migraine brochure: “shaving while weathered”
considerable apes honeydew: “hopes poppy antithesis”
jurisprudence kapok junkyard: “assembles needful grains”
incapable hirsute garnishee: “entails leveraged spoils.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED SIXTY FIVE
culpable improve constrictor: “spicy coup tusks”
consultation cupcake improvisation: “polar talus powder”
contemplative cypress czech: “pittance hoarse saturation”
cutlass carob Carolina: “slips germs temperate”
implication pollution pressage: “porous turnstile pliers”
imperturbable collusion impetuosity: “lasting plaintive sultan”
contemporary contractile implementation: “pulp stove lake”
impermanent chin impetus: “priest cabin loots”
horsewhip impotent cupboard: “rational virus sagacity”

satiation horseplay hospice: “carnage flecks provenance”
horsefly horsehair horsepower: “tense scourge bourse”
cupidity cupola hospitality: “deluded tractors shin.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED SIXTY SIX
pat pay care: “habits pour crane”
father pet be: “ardent rhythmic timer”
pit bite pier: “hive this curt”
pot toe paw: “knives beaten distinct”
core boy out: “splay bets ritual”
took lure boot: “snit further sat”
cut urge thin: “books score cots”
this vision about: “where beans snare”
drive skill shade: “coot about slaw”
skimmer rehabilitate contradistinction:
times poor heat: “surge poison krill”
order vein life: “hoe toy cure.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED SIXTY SEVEN
fawn machine featherweight: “grown flits barking”
fearless certificate behalf: “seals mere clutch”
glad faze bowels: “wages eaten gloaming”
federate telephone vacations: “beards lawn grid”
manages confratulation bushing: “shines tough glaze”

markings means slippery: “catch vowels calf”
written walker volume: “looms pearly hush”
undergrowth container buxom: “osmosis prism zoom”
butchery apathy aphorism: “shard norms seed”
camera lizard apotheosis: “stalks stains paths”
appealed performs appeased: “hones freight lean.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED SIXTY EIGHT
heft place tool: “tense glut snood”
advice foot level: “video thighs peel”
shifted bread flight: “inclement bong tribunal”
contribute shower surprise: “snifter viceroy cleft”
stong degree element: “anvil toothy grace”
cement capital drives: “mental pristine blight”
spelled heeled origon: “lingers onions rivet”
higher odorless passes: “drawing dated wok”
divided advanced folding: “torrid scion dullards”
moods root wrong: “leaden doors vantage”
glory imprisoned sedative: “howitzer green pistols”
written unduly dawdle: “palace feet tread.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED SIXTY NINE
conduce rank considers: “suspense splays orchid”

happens nuke candor: “refrain finery plaits”
depends condor transmission: “northeast marrow waiters”
concord overlook orchestra: “trickles studious perfume”
concrete flowing plays: “cranky spatial mists”
running adapt condense: “goats violin pathogen”
awaiting sorrow complaints: “prunes creosote accordion”
tomorrow synonyms fitness: “deposed pensive deuce”
ignore researchers train: “frankly cucumber panda”
performers negotiations misfortune: “locker flowering adept”
studying environmentalist spice: “missive canticle conic”
electricity sympathy rank: “borrowed synapse beseech.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED SEVENTY
clause registry mourn: “transduced reign votive”
heated mourn voters: “glimmer destructive toads”
overtime official relating: “longing alpine curves”
lobby ships devoted: “solid jointly blots”
abdominal sphere rein: “embeds redact vintner”
rehashed causes transplanted: “divine altered muscles”
introduced intervals blood: “lashes dominant hobby”
instructions humidity rejoined: “limes eaten claws”
grammar theory soldier: “grist mown fiscal”
turd derivation divination: “lateral hotel sworn”
discipline antlers interaction: “vales humble error”
belonging musical reimbursed: “shapes fearsome laws.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED SEVENTY ONE
antenna treeless firefighters: “thorax multipolar futon”
showy province accumulate: “capacitor rectilinear wrangler”
harm moon dressing: “buttery transposed squawk”
fresh animal sauna: “carrion saturdays morphine”
disrespectful except abbreviation: “westerly crooked hermes”
confederation medicine savage: “glance potted muzak”
horns carrying flounce: “fiduciary pectoral relish”
books sausage multitasking: “harpoon shadowy tonsils”
progressive mushrooms authority: “treetops provender monsoon”
musk utter arranging: “malcontent exotica meanders”
otter ponder directly: “diesel cumulus platoon”
glands lowering ancestors: “average breviary tuna.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED SEVENTY TWO
equivalence ergo mounted: “barometric curvilinear closure”
imaginary including consequently: “copula vestal pellet”
fielding waterway equity: “bravery obtuse stovepipe”
constructed suffix floods: “modular morsels avocado”
violently greenery statute: “ironic intertextual gourmand”
household statue blender: “wintry providential jeeps”
capillary winner barricade: “soldiering volatile strata”
investment rodent services: “welding angina equilibrium”

captain jupiter capybara: “geodesic cuttlefish wayward”
brainstorm iron bravo: “quincunx consanguineous mountebank”
doorknobs interprets memory: “slender astute lodestone”
brakeman undergarment medulla: “affix splenetic tuesday.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED SEVENTY FOUR
birthday claused frisked: “fuselage hangnail calisthenics”
appearance diffraction cupcake: “heretical fission muledeer”
diffidence calico firearm: “grinning droll rolodex”
calibrate motionless calligraphy: “importune fairly rotweiler”
balm barrels bangs: “otiose cranky derringer”
musketeer aggressive fossil: “elated cribbage teammate”
multistage soothsaying rotisserie: “biscuit carom algebraic”
tissue cheese hairless: “fidelity pears breathless”
adhesives rosy inrush: “causeway diffuse chamomile”
frogman eyelashes didjeridoo: “oceanic rarities aggregate”
scroll dibs conk: “armature cakewalk frizzle”
touchscreen steamboat tortoiseshell: “booth grease poseur.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED SEVENTY FIVE
multiracial muscles hireling: “trace bunkers possessive”
histrionics booed allergic: “ocean popular kingdom”
sandwich bomb linguistics: “scatters frosty lungs”

hoary pronouncing possessive: “potion swell bunion”
fried alarm loves: “emphasis solo spacecraft”
frostbite thunderstorm byte: “curtain bicameral shawl”
hunger frontal ocean: “obliged spelled certain”
scatters must nostrils: “bowl chicken accelerator”
bunion population bumblebee: “affirmatively arbiter arachnid”
swell pitchers bunks: “fled historic multiplicity”
portion farewell bigmouth: “corpuscle bloody tomb”
bib kingdom trace: “pronounced alarming plunder.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED SEVENTY SIX
bicameral bowl arachnid: “ceremonial barking bled”
curtain certain arbiter: “barnacle shopping figs”
spacecraft spelled affirmatively: “coyote obstruction beuys”
soloist oblige accelerator: “lymph malleable nook”
emphasis shawl chicken: “pure octave liquid”
sheathe shaving cartridge: “slinks free moot”
scenic smashes homeless: “unless perforated loot”
ruff rules regress: “arachnid arbitrary firmament”
wonder reindeer perforated: “oblong crawl unshaven”
took lure boot: “growl uncertain spells”
alley octave free: “breathing episodic solos”
lymph liquid linkage: “wonder roughage scenes”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED SEVENTY SEVEN
shed barnacle sharply: “read cattle only”
barks sales obstruction: “egress mileage slash”
ceremony rigged coyotes: “postage mysterious fuels”
builds weather pilings: “upon inclined portals”
erosion loads barns: “frank interior asterisk”
recruits covering seals: “apart pallid lattice”
apartheid rip spotted: “aphrodite amerced gastric”
appalling involving causing: “goggles mimetic gregarious”
aphrodisiac threatening appeasement: “harps strewn pigs”
camera segregation creed: “coy filing yarns”
agate mimics agave: “built eroded circuits”
cloudy agog settee: “led sharks saraband.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED SEVENTY EIGHT
milestone dash mastery: “given causal nepotism”
degree postpone inferior: “ambulatory veils transept”
pony mystery outrank: “probability sugar borders”
cattle refueling opportune: “stars bars cars”
spread weapon declination: “rain refrain proprietary”
seeding reared senility: “lumber jamming knees”
cheese rage affirmation: “stoic flash postmodern”
ramming rake drugs: “musters feral bankers”
crumbs gross sublease: “porous refined facility”

perpendicular grudge stammer: “variable beehive context”
rain foreleg caviar: “spoilage lease clots”
stars pastry greatness: “comments chemical hoof.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED SEVENTY NINE
nepotism preamble disorder: “fabric declarative antics”
clause prevail sugar: “logical fastens pixie”
misgiving tranvall probable: “rapport slippery aperture”
today noncommittal tomorrow: “above inaugural apex”
prevaricate chemical arrogant: “frog lures simile”
behave behoove behest: “explicit irenic provence”
composure act pressing: “scrapes alluvial seepage”
spoiling statements service: “dynamic fusion subtext”
please plead pleas: “flight verges reasons”
sandlot sandman sandpaper: “pernicious vertical collapse”
smoothing perforated nations: “angular clarity avuncular”
tuberculosis crotch slipper: “challenge tactile solitaire”
behave: “cheese ramming crumbs perpendicular rain.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED EIGHTY
prefabricated anticipating fastidious: “modal derives textual”
declarative logistics pictorial: “laws indeterminacy reside”
rapport sculpture inaugural: “inheres public stickler”
gallery dove lapidary: “reveals brief linkage”

dogged assimilation irony: “leaping patters rendition”
blurs explicit provincial: “solitude agile synapse”
landscapes reaper confuses: “fabulous decals airport”
trivial dynamics subservience: “clearly dangerous mergers”
bright unreasonable subverts: “quonset generative faction”
converges precocious relapse: “missiles intact tacit”
dangers vernacular facile: “flavors expository boundary”
clarity interchange solitary: “muffler sinuous echoes.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED EIGHTY ONE
mode echo favor: “repute gown horizontal”
derives tenuous exposition: “traditional patterns sleeping”
invest muffled unbounded: “blinks belied rebels”
raw tradition permissive: “flounce verbal vents”
indeterminacy patterning redaction: “potato noon premise”
residue sweeping reticent: “fractions aerate quinine”
inherent shrinkage equanimity: “senseless dictionary mission”
publicized belief generation: “flounders posit vortex”
yardstick rebels reaction: “choral splendid shuffles”
horizon announcement apprenticeship: “inept derives node”
noun verb noun: “duty detours flaw”
reputation invents reputation: “yardsale zebra heresy.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED EIGHTY TWO

reappear statements endlessly: “patents azure slept”
currency acrobats links: “mustard unclear traction”
rapid hazy radical: “statements attend empty”
roster integrity exhibition: “generic mettle canasta”
lessons gifted collective: “gravy lubricates steaks”
threads debt autistic: “stained fertile plots”
digressions assure locality: “flesh pouch versus”
atavistic impatient vogue: “frets bedding cougars”
school subtracts optimism: “crapulous lesions switch”
statements reappear endlessly: “appease current asteroid”
attendance masters circus: “bolster lesser breads”
endlessly statements reappear: “aggressive visionary pools.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED EIGHTY THREE
breakdown attainable itching: “mustard statements generic”
fabric sterile heedless: “azure empty gravy”
nervy knot decapiated: “lubricates circus vogue”
castrated meshwork courage: “optimism fertile canasta”
nettle gauche hotbed: “statements aggressive flesh”
gender naervous network: “religion absorbs pentagon”
uncharged artificial stratagem: “skims pleasure lavish”
sexless sorrow interlacing: “sausage commander microbe”
neutral acme disengagement: “quilt worsted thin”
rash snuggle impudent: “imagined essence immaterial”

negative vigor hatching: “millennial stricture motel”
infernal nest relfexes: “authority fireproof mackerel.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED EIGHTY FOUR
religious imagination din: “stratagem interlacing skims”
absurb essential worsen: “sausage disengagement quilt”
paragon immaturity guilt: “impudent hatching imagined”
nonskid millipede microphone: “millennial authority reflexes”
pleasure picture commander: “din stratagem worsen”
slave hotel massage: “sausage guilt impudent”
authority conceals sciences: “din worsen sausage”
streotype wax fuse: “guilt microphone impudent”
equal lynch mackerel: “millennial commander sausage”
adjoining died fingerstall: “guilt sciences microphone”
fireproof duck transitive: “fuse mackerel commander”
tripod voiceprint pimple: “massage sciences din.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED EIGHTY FIVE
package saunter airplane: “public weaves dangling”
energy common mocking: “journal honey laws”
chopped sanitary sauce: “pepper teeth percussive”
odor rings capacity: “basket pluck vast”
disk satire shoulder: “oily knife alphabet”

erased justices ice: “drum jugular writes”
superhuman doubt suntan: “chips energetic leakage”
birds glare toppings: “erasure risks ordure”
influence sunken cream: “affluent birds stupor”
casts firewood focuses: “candied luggage ranch”
luck piece party: “sheen liquid shaven”
casket nest casserole: “onions perch viscous.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED EIGHTY SIX
perch vision liquid: “conduit glassy secure”
union public shaken: “concrete truce winter”
written leaves candy: “peril toils knives”
regular dangerous juggling: “rapture camel toxic”
drum journal branch: “yet portals hero”
alphabet money pepper: “flows spleen cymbal”
penknife flaws toothpaste: “generous journey lonely”
oil been percussion: “prison public sheaves”
peril symbol pension: “writes until lurch”
printer vet taxes: “alphabet thrum gulag”
true porthole mammal: “token drizzle markets”
concrete zero capture: “stray ideals heard.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED EIGHTY SEVEN
conducts staying spoken: “canvas ear suction”

glasses ideas sizzle: “words rounder raids”
security word supermarket: “small worry sways”
always operate repression: “demure losses duct”
sorry sentence rent: “playing ideal words”
smell renovate isolated: “opera sentence novice”
grades revenge typewriters: “scars stomach thicket”
rounding rob gnawing: “jewels lunge music”
herd chair searchlight: “tomes tidy label”
section seaweed ticket: “such locks college”
smear moving stomach: “tackle grew defers”
canvas slingshot scars: “supine lily pinion.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED EIGHTY EIGHT
supreme refers tidbit: “humble brain sprays”
lily touch libel: “traffic few thumbs”
opinion clock fuel: “sockets ship quash”
thumbtack collage lungs: “starlings outcast verbal”
threw timely amuse: “force bleeds grates”
traffic rocket chore: “spread pods fertile”
squash number delight: “exits lower lights”
hip chain flower: “ore musical tongues”
rackets sprays examine: “few rebels tidal”
vehicle farce fertilizer: “sausage timeless racket”
outline seeds keypad: “furs such click”
starting vibrates bedspread: “open lily soup.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED EIGHTY NINE
risky thieves current: “is even curved”
exploit equals rank: “ploy quail ranch”
border bell coating: “or ball oats”
horizon ice bandage: “or rice wages”
struck spot improper: “true spit imps”
hair academic memory: “airs code meme”
hunting church dishonestly: “haunting lurch dishes”
movement attention horseshoe: “meant tense or”
bolt basic rimmed: “built aspic limes”
resembling increases breezes: “rest creased sneeze”
effect flow patches: “flecks low pitches”
scratch quavering scouts: “scotch wavering couch.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED NINETY
royal suffering platfrom: “ritual vogue thistle”
slain worship action: “ritual ripe oceans”
harm proper rinse: “ritual closed stems”
procedure napkin drain: “ritual mica seeds”
chemically liturgy film: “ritual arms slain”
stream trying sports: “ritual surfing wars”
enclosed equals resonant: “ritual paper kings”

ocean grain hem: “ritual lights tryst”
ripped announce encircle: “ritual forms faction”
whistling volume wreath: “ritual risen rain”
vague grass circus: “ritual film splotch”
ritual pin status: “ritual resonant hymn.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED NINETY ONE
person balloon spine: “barter containing gain”
elevate mature excited: “barter containing tools”
belt changes character: “barter containing anxiety”
murder anchored lightyear: “barter containing pagan”
lacking printing keeping: “barter containing spacious”
orcgestra protection choice: “barter containing electric”
palate electric christian: “barter containing orchestra”
pale spacious prehistoric: “barter containing printing”
pagan mixing localized: “barter containing anchored”
buckled picket anxiety: “barter containing changes”
celebrate tools shallow: “barter containing mature”
bragain containing gain: “barter containing spine.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED NINETY TWO
glare amounts clown: “layers formula phrased”
glib collect searing: “layers world pain”
gloss propelling question: “layers reduces rapid”

glassy hangs mishap: “layers malfunction computer”
glance computer choral: “layers hangs propelling”
glider malfunction beauty: “layers collect amount”
glee rapid queen: “layers searing clown”
gnarled reduces touches: “layers question mishap”
glyph pain layers: “layers beauty choral”
gobble world juice: “layers queen touches”
goad phrased animals: “layers layers juice”
gnome formula fats: “layers animals fats.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED NINETY THREE
claws cliffs aircraft: “culture thin fragment”
punishment culture revenged: “threaded student kitchen”
thin tin in: “meat script movie”
devastate signal scorns: “culture thin fragment”
territory meat tape: “threaded student kitchen”
harsh memento spelled: “meat script movie”
scrubbing screamed fragment: “culture thin fragment”
student rocks walking: “threaded student kitchen”
script sickle kitchen: “meat script movie”
choppy valve porch: “culture thin fragment”
confusion sculpture threaded: “threaded student kitchen”
extent attic movie: “meat script movie.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED NINETY FOUR
feedback cow federalism: “tomorrow what sense”
myopia promotion feathered: “frameworks live republic”
mentally documents grope: “power exploits again”
mattress buttress dressing: “grave delivered november”
union relating headdress: “war mammoth surveillance”
advocacy craters petrification: “illegal raft arbitrary”
speeds cheese bleeds: “stern signing assent”
touching annoyance fertile: “patient concrete landscape”
deed fedora sensation: “corrupt abandoned triumph”
fringe bother preferred: “written consensus despite”
prominent fertilizer input: “extended mercenary fabric”
vitality lightness unwilling: “regime evisceration interpret.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED NINETY FIVE
clicker cleft relic: “measure despised despite”
material ether lattice: “crime disaster wounded”
snow now won: “semblance impossible militarist”
legislative gist gravel: “authority tense instances”
confusion suffix science: “critics bound assistant”
sudden senate ballpoint: “insinuated obey feats”
wound obstruction deeming: “control riddled callous”
example disciple insipient: “thwart launch balk”
cliche adhere butcher: “signal protect private”

feature containment entrails: “imposed security worded”
lightning written projecting: “accepted state pretensions”
television vice tension: “treat initiating sinister.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED NINETY SIX
fecal featherweight sailed: “continuing initiating order”
centralized distance skin: “participation reality satellites”
employer belief blade: “prisons enemy openly”
certificate frost wheels: “insist peripheral force”
fake homework coalition: “crimes themselves kings”
frightful gift aimed: “fetters acquiescence gang”
outwardly variant isthmus: “ruinous representatives defense”
monarchy stimuli pendulum: “tyranny execute factional”
fondness smoke bladder: “opposition hampered streets”
future soot exercises: “elite secret unthinkable”
lunar wrestled quarantine: “war normal summer”
crashed raffle diagnosis: “reading clear system.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED NINETY SEVEN
sham matted underwater: “smitten peaches finger”
cloud liquor cabin: “constrictor fetching clipped”
anger shaman ballpark: “treads ululate unctuous”
disgrace undershot undertow: “stir apical kinetic”
emphasis grasp undulate: “luminous vertical pleasance”

plum agreeable plead: “boilerplate robin dumbwaiter”
pleasure academy cake: “lumps empathy disgruntled”
clerical electrical heretic: “angler lout hammock”
plume remark illness: “mattress exchequer humus”
likeness written flippers: “thunderous raspberry greens”
conical peace retch: “caduceus lectern markers”
restore linger restrictive: “isle eremite cackle.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED NINETY EIGHT
comma economy coma: “trickles carrots dentist”
immense worry comfort: “waddles rankle perverse”
sympathy arrives audiences: “strained toolbox rollick”
laughs blend faces: “swine wintry rinse”
station grief champion: “anthrax membrane paragram”
bracket professor amusement: “barge tentative joust”
charge extent jokes: “racket professional music”
pantheon remembrance paragraph: “statements brief hamper”
shine swinging shrine: “calf blunt farces”
training foolish unrolled: “pathetic rivers audible”
candles ankles universe: “minced worlds camembert”
tickles parade identical: “comments ecological stomach.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED NINETY NINE
visible pork stroke: “commons simmer suckles”
public wool popped: “pierce kneels pencil”

cement imitative semen: “tires sleep shuffle”
sugarcoat frock sucrose: “cowed limp courtly”
beet suffrage summertime: “scissors graphic abut”
resembling grown summons: “tomb humble visage”
country college tensile: “semblance feet cottage”
tempt forehead cogwheel: “seams blockage syllabic”
coed shush showpiece: “fork pool initiative”
shuttlecock bomb shut: “yeoman pepper troika”
teepee slumber telegraph: “alleged forest bush”
tireless viaduct vicissitude: “sock stuffed noun.”

